
5 Musts for Economic
Development GIS
Check all five boxes and create competitive 
advantage for your community



As GIS has gotten simpler and easier to 
use in recent years it has achieved 
widespread adoption in economic 
development.

GIS technology is, in turn, rapidly 
changing the way economic development 
is done, and economic development 
organizations that stay on the leading 
edge can create competitive advantage 
for the communities they serve.

So how should an economic development 
professional evaluate GIS tools and 
technology? There are five musts for 
applying GIS to economic development, and 
you need to check all five boxes to ensure 
you are getting the most out of GIS.
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Comprehensive 
Virtual Site Visits
Virtual site visits exploded in use in 2020, as 
pandemic-related travel restrictions eliminated 
traditional site visits for many months. Economic 
developers using tools built on the Esri platform 
were ready. Why? Because Esri has had this 
functionality for years. GIS WebTech’s Recruit 
technology, built on the Esri platform, has 
enabled comprehensive virtual site visits since 
2017.
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So What is a 
Virtual Site 
Visit?

A virtual site visit is a meeting held via Zoom, Microsoft 
Teams, or a similar platform. In a virtual site visit the economic 
developer utilizes GIS technology to showcase the property in 
3 dimensions – inside and out – providing a full experience of 
the property for his/her prospect. The economic developer 
uses the data and analytical tools in the GIS technology to 
guide the discussion and respond to questions in real time.

No matter how well done, a video is obviously not a virtual site 
visit. Neither is a link to Google Earth, a consumer app which 
only shows an exterior view of existing buildings, cannot show 
interior space or proposed buildings, and skips rural areas 
entirely.

In contrast, a comprehensive virtual site visit includes five 
components, which in aggregate allow the economic developer 
to showcase the property and to leave no question unanswered.
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               A complete
               set of property
data should
always include the
information most
relevant for the particular 
prospect, like zoning
utility rates, rail access,
proximity to interstates, or
building specifics such as ceiling
height.

               Interactive layers highlighting local strengths allow the site to
              stand out from competing locations. In urban areas these can be 
layers showing transit; for industrial sites they can be layers showing 
infrastructure like utilities or wastewater; and for rural areas they can be 
layers emphasizing quality of life or labor shed.
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               3D layers of buildings
              allow the economic 
developer complete control to 
show the buildings from aerial 
and street level views from all 
sides. Importantly, up-to-date 
GIS technology now allows the 
economic developer to easily 
incorporate 3D layers for 
proposed buildings, so 
prospects no longer have to 
use their imagination to 
envision what a potential 
building will look like on a site – 
economic developers can show 
proposed buildings as easily as 
existing buildings.
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                 Updated media, especially 360-degree
               images of the interior space of existing 
buildings, allow you to provide a virtual experience for 
critical the interior space.

                 Advanced analytical tools are needed to
                answer questions on the fly. The economic 
developer should be able to answer almost any question 
in detail and in real time, with just a few clicks and just a 
few seconds, and display the results on the screen.
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Must 01: Comprehensive Virtual Site Visits

Virtual site visits have proved so effective 
that they have become a permanent part 
of the site selection process, with 
businesses increasingly requiring a virtual 
visit before committing to a traditional site 
visit. The overwhelming consensus is that 
virtual site visits are here to stay.

Fact



Automated 
Integration Of 
Local Layers
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Why
Local Data? Research shows  that businesses and site selectors come 

to an economic development organization’s website 
specifically to find local data. 

In most cases, the national or regional search was 
conducted using Esri data and Esri tools and the business 
has put together a list of communities it wants to investigate 
further. It does so by accessing the EDO’s website 
anonymously, to look for suitable properties and determine 
if the community can meet its needs.

Providing the local data that businesses are seeking is a 
requirement to continue in the process. An EDO failing to 
include local data in their sites & buildings app risks being 
passed over without ever knowing they were under 
consideration.
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But for economic developers, much of the needed data is in the form of GIS layers already built by city, 
county, state and utility partners. Sewer and water infrastructure, land use and zoning, traffic counts, 
local transit – these are a few of the many examples of useful local data already in the form of GIS 
layers. And since virtually every government and utility in the country uses Esri for their GIS, economic 
developers using Esri-based apps like GIS WebTech’s Recruit can pull these layers into their online sites 
& buildings tool with just a few clicks. No need to get a shapefile produced, email it around, and hope it 
works. Through the Esri platform these critical local layers are added directly to your sites & buildings 
app with just a few clicks.

The simplest and most effective way to display local data is 
in the form of layers. The possibilities are endless, 
because Esri GIS tools can quickly and easily produce 
attractive and informative layers from any data with a 
spatial component like an address or zip code. (See below 
for more discussion on how easy it is to create these local 
layers.)
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Must 02: Automated Integration of Local Layers

Once the layers are added, Recruit always accesses the 
source data, meaning you never need to worry about 
updating the layer if a new sewer line is added, zoning is 
changed, or a parcel changes hands. 

The ease with which you can manage your own layers in 
Recruit allows you incredible flexibility. Have a sensitive 
local layer like high pressure natural gas lines or high 
voltage power lines that you want to include in a virtual 
site visit with an industrial prospect, but that you do not 
want to make public? No problem: Recruit lets you load 
that layer and keep it private, for your use only. It will not 
be visible in the public-facing portion of Recruit. You can 
even create password-protected accounts so qualified 
site selectors you are working with can have access to 
specific private layers that you select, without the public 
seeing them.



Real-Time Access 
To The Entire Esri 
Demographic Data 
Set
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Why Esri Data

Esri data is the overwhelming choice of businesses and 
site selectors, and no wonder: it is shown in independent 
studies to be the most accurate data available.

National and regional searches are almost always done using
Esri tools and Esri data, so the Esri platform is probably how 
businesses and site selectors found your community in the first 
place. 

Providing Esri data throughout your website simply makes the site selector’s job
easier. They don’t have to guess about data quality, they understand immediately that your 
organization is serious in providing what they need, and they don’t have to reconcile the data they 
get on your website with the data they used to find you. The Esri data they access on your website 
is perfectly consistent with the Esri data they used in their initial search.

Must 03: Real-Time Access to the Entire Esri Demographic Data Set



Must 03: Real-Time Access to the Entire Esri Demographic Data Set

Esri data distributed across your website to 
highlight community strengths can be static 
between infrequent updates, but the Esri data 
within your sites & buildings app always needs 
to be the latest available. For example, you do 
not want site selectors to have a mismatch 
between newer data they used to find you and 
older data they get from your sites & buildings 
app when analyzing demographics around a 
property of interest. By providing real-time 
access, you are ensuring users are always 
getting the most recent Esri data.



Providing real-time access to the entire Esri data set ensures your prospects will find the detailed 
information they are looking for, that it will be the most recent and highest-quality data available, and that 
they know you are committed to making their decision easy.

For similar reasons, it isn’t enough to provide 
a just few common Esri demographic 
variables like households, incomes, and 
population. Ensure you provide access to the 
entire data set, which includes not just 
traditional census-driven data but large 
amounts of relevant business and economic 
data as well: consumer spending by category, 
consumer and household Tapestry 
segmentation, businesses by NAICS and SIC, 
and more.

Must 03: Real-Time Access to the Entire Esri Demographic Data Set



Real-Life Drive 
Times

Must 04



Must 04: Real-Life Drive Times

Given the importance of traffic, you would expect 
all GIS apps for economic development to 
consider traffic in their drive time analysis, right? 
After all, traffic is a factor in everyday decisions 
about what time to leave and what route to take, 
and when you type an address into Waze or 
Google Maps the app will automatically 
compensate for traffic when providing directions 
and estimated drive times. 

Unfortunately, you’d be mistaken if you thought all 
sites & buildings apps take traffic into account. In 
fact, only one does. 

Why Is It Important?



Only GIS WebTech’s Recruit provides the ability to customize 
a drive time analysis for the day of the week, time of day, and 
direction of travel. Legacy apps still provide only an average 
drive time, making no distinction between driving inbound to a 
downtown location on Monday morning at rush hour and a 
leisurely Saturday afternoon drive.

With Recruit, users considering a property can select Monday 
morning at 8:00 AM and an inbound direction of travel, thereby 
taking traffic into account and producing a highly accurate 
analysis with highly accurate data. The average drive times in 
the older apps don’t take traffic into account and can produce 
inaccurate results and inaccurate date.
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The ability to tailor drive times for custom analysis allows economic developers to provide data that is 
simply more accurate, giving them a leg up in a very competitive market.

Just as workforce has become a crucial issue 
in location decisions, evaluating workforce 
within a reasonable commute time has 
become one of the defining analyses for 
location decisions. Economic developers know 
this from receiving RFIs asking them to 
provide demographic and workforce data 
within drive time parameters for any properties 
they submit.

Must 04: Real-Life Drive Times



A Complete
GIS
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Why You Need A 
Complete GIS Solution

GIS, like much of the software universe, has evolved to 
become simpler and simpler to use even as it has enabled 
more and more advanced capabilities, making it easy for 
non-specialists to produce GIS data and utilize core GIS 
functionality. 

Must 05: A Complete GIS

Leading economic developers, with no prior training in 
GIS, are now using GIS tools to take full advantage of 
the technology’s incredible ability to tell a community’s 
story with visualization of data, to conduct analyses 
favoring their communities, and to produce more 
effective RFI responses.



But to do this you need a complete GIS, including GIS tools that 
complement your online sites & buildings app and integrate with it 
seamlessly. There is only one such complete GIS designed for 
economic development: the package of GIS WebTech’s Recruit 
and Esri’s Business Analyst and ArcGIS Online:

Must 05: A Complete GIS

         GIS WebTech’s Recruit, built
         natively on the Esri platform, 
provides your public-facing sites & 
buildings app, with real-time 
access to the entire Esri data set, 
advanced functionality like 
customizable drive times, and the 
ability to host comprehensive 
virtual site visits, all in an intuitive, 
visually pleasing and simple user 
interface;

         Esri’s ArcGIS Online
         is an online mapping
platform, hosted by Esri in the
cloud, enabling non-GIS experts
to produce layers, interactive web
maps for inclusion in your website, Story Maps,
and much more;

         Esri’s Business Analyst is an analytics package
         allowing you to produce stunning infographics, 
perform custom analysis, and supercharge your RFI 
response.
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Must 05: A Complete GIS

This bundle provides a complete GIS that 
is simple, easy to use, and affordable. And 
because Esri is continuously developing 
the platform and GIS WebTech is 
constantly innovating, all three apps 
evolve continuously -- and in synch. With 
the complete GIS offered by GIS 
WebTech, economic developers can stay 
on the leading edge and utilize full GIS 
capabilities to make their communities 
stand out.



Conclusion
GIS technology is changing economic development rapidly, and economic 
developers that take full advantage of GIS capabilities have a competitive 
advantage. The integrated bundle of GIS WebTech’s Recruit plus Esri’s 
Business Analyst and ArcGIS Online form economic development’s only 
complete GIS package, enabling economic developers simple and easy to use 
tools to stay on the leading edge.

Best of all, this bundle is incredibly affordable and can work with all budgets.

To see how GIS WebTech Technology can make your efforts more successful, 
contact Courtney Bridger at courtney@giswebtech.com or visit 
www.giswebtech.com


